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(Abstract)
The otolith organs are housed in the inner ear and are responsible for sensing accel-

erations and gravity. These inertial sensing systems are modeled in this thesis as a three
material system consisting of a rigid otoconial plate attached to the skull by a gel layer, sur-
rounded by a viscous endolymph fluid. The gel layer is considered to be a viscoelastic solid,
and modeled as a simple Kelvin element. The governing differential equations are derived
and nondimensionalized, yielding three nondimensional parameters: nondimensional den-
sity, R, nondimensional viscosity, M, and nondimensional elasticity, 6. The equations are
solved using ünite difference techniques on a digital computer. By comparing the model’s
response with previous biological research, values for the nondimensional parameters are
found. The value of R is 0.75 and the value of 6 is between 0.3 and 0.075. While the value
of M is placed between 5. and 10., results indicate that to properly model the long time
response of the otolith, a single and constant value for viscosity is not feasible.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Dating back to the times of ancient Greece, philosophers, doctors, scientists, and teach-ers have discussed the properties of the five senses: seeing, hearing, smelling, feeling, andtasting. It is through these senses that we gather information about our environment whichwe need for our very survival.
However there was always one sense that all have consistently neglected- the abilityto sense motion and accelerations. It is easy to understand why this "sixth sense” has beenneglected throughout history. Being housed deep within the inner ear, the vestibular systemwas not as readily observed as eyes, noses, and the like. Also, by its secure location andsmall size, it was not as susceptible to a localized injury that would provide a connectionbetween the damage to the inner ear and a loss of balance or motion sensing. But most ofall, until the twentieth century, the high rotational and linear accelerations made possibleby modern technology were not experienced, and consequently this sense was taken forgranted.

Today, we subject pilots and astronauts to accelerations that exceed anything in whichthe human organism evolved. Consequently, we begin to see problems that are uniquethroughout history. Astronauts experiencing motion sickness miss much of their missiontime, physically unable to work. Pilots— having thousands of hours of Hying time fre-quently become disoriented by even the simplest of turns and need to rely on instumentsto distinguish up from down.
With the modern importance of the motion sensing organs, comes an interest in thestudy of their function. We know that the vestibular system is divided into the semicircularcanals, which detect rotational movement, and the otoliths, which detect linear movementsand respond to gravity.
The purpose of this thesis will be to develop a mathematical model of the otoconial

organs and to study their response. By adjusting the response of the model to matchobserved results, it is hoped that insight might be gained into the physical properties of the
1
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l2
lotolith. ,This brief introduction will be followed by an introduction to the basic anatomyandphysiologyof the otoliths. A short review of previous models will follow. lChapter 2 will cover the derivations of the governing equations while chapter 3willdiscussthe computational solution of these equations for a step change in velocity.Chapter4will present the results of the model. Chapter 5 discusses the results, while chapter 6willconcludethe results.

1.1 Anatomy and Physiology
The otolith organs are located within the bony labyrinth of the temporal bone ofthe skull. This labyrinth, as shown in figure 1-1, contains, in addition to the otoliths,the semicircular canals, the cochlea, and other structures critical to hearing and motionsensing. ~
There are two separate otolith organs per ear. These are the utricle, which lies primar-illy in the horizontal plane (parallel to the floor), and the saccule which is oriented in the ”

medial plane (the plane of symmetry of your face). The saccule therefore is perpendicularto the utricle and for good reason. Each otolith is responsible for detecting gravitationalforces and accelerations that exist in its respective plane. A top view of both the utricleand saccule is shown in figure 1-2.
The otoliths themselves consist of a viscoelastic gel, called the gel layer, which is con-nected to the skull at its base, and is imbedded with a weblike array of dense calciumcarbonate crystals in its upper strata. This calcium carbonate crystal layer is 15 — 20umthick and is called the otoconial membrane or otoconial layer. The otolith itself projectsroughly 30 — 40pm into a cavity at least one millimeter in height which is filled with anendolymphatic fluid. Hair-like bundles of cilia protrude from nerve cells in the skull intothe bottom layers of the gelatinous layer. Figure 1-3 is a. cross section of an otolith organshowing these discrete parts.

When the skull is accelerated in a direction parallel to the otolith organ the inertial lagof the denser otolith crystals causes a deformation in the gel layer. This deformation resultsin a likewise deformation or bending of the cilia. The nerve cells transduce the deformationinto an action potential which is carried to the central nervous system.

l
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. ]1.2 Previous Models
Previous work of Grant, Best, and LoNigro [7] modeled the otoliths as a system of threehomogenous isotropic materials; the fluid, the gel, and the plate. Each material maintaineda constant height and end effects were neglected. The simpliiied model is shown in figure1-4. This work modeled the gel layer as a linearly elastic material. The material was insimple shear causing a linear profile of deformation.

This model produced displacements that far exceeded expected results. For reasonablevalues of elasticity, the otoconial plate would displace several times its height. Such largedisplacements would almost certainly cause permanent damage to the material. Also, when] the elasticity was increased to provide smaller displacements, the system would oscillate.Since a person who is accelerated in one direction perceives motion to be unidirectional anddecreasing, rather than a variable sensation that changes directions, we would expect anoverdamped, not underdamped response. Therefore, we consider the oscillatory responseto be in error.
The solution of this error is to include the effects of viscosity in the solid. By makingthe gel viscoelastic, the displacements should be reduced, and the long term eH”ects wouldbe stretched out further into time.
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Chapter 2
Governirig Equations

The basic formulation of this problem begins as the did the previous work of Grant,Best, and LoNigro The system will be treated as three separate parts; the endolym-phatic Huid, the rigid plate of crystals, and the gel layer which will be modeled as a visco-, elastic material. It is hoped that this new introduction of viscoelasticity into the probleml will correct previous results. For each of the three components the free-body diagram willbe drawn, and its governing equations will be derived.
Because the length and width of the otoconial membrane are several orders of magni- 2

tude larger than the height, the end effects on the plate will be neglected. The problemthen approximates an inünite plate on top of an infinite gel under a viscous fiuid.

2.1 Gelatiuous Layer
The gelatinous layer will be considered as homogenous. The effects of the sensory cilia,which are encapsulated in Huid filled cavities within the gel layer, will be neglected, a withGrant, et. al. This should not affect the analysis much since these cilia assemblies onlyproject into the bottom most portion of the gel.
In figure 2-1, the free body diagram of an element of the gel in shear can be seen. Theforces acting on the section are the shear force on the top and bottom layers, r„+d„ andrv, the pressure on both sides of the element, P, and P,+d,, and the body force on theelement due to the component of gravity in the x direction, g,. Using Newton’s second law,F = ma, we ca.n write,

6Wpgcldvä = (Ty-|·-dy '° T;/)dA 'i' (P: ' Pz+dz)dydz ‘i' dl/Pgclgza

Where pgd is the density of the gel and W is the gel velocity with respect to an inertialreference frame.
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10
By simply dividing through by space coordinates and substituting diH'erential notation [for the differences in shear and pressure, as well as substituting the endolymph fluid density Lfor the gel density since pg,) = pf, we arrive at,

äW _ äP + är
The pressure gradient in a closed container is taken from Grant, et. al. [7] to be,äP _ ( älß )öz

-— gt S
where V, is the skull velocity. Next we substitute the inertial gel velocity W with a velocityrelative to the skull w defined as

w = W — V,.
Substituting this back into the previous equation we arrive at

äw är= = —.
2.1

pf ät äy ( )
2.1.1 The Gel as a Viscoelastic Material

Now our model turns to adressing the nature of the shear force in the gel. Most gels,especially bio-gels, are of a viscoelastic nature. As mentioned, previous work by Grant, Best,and LoNigro [7], which modeled the gel as purely elastic, resulted in deformations muchlarger than expected for realistic values of elasticity. By treating the gel a.s a viscoelasticmaterial the motion will be damped and the model will more closely resemble reality.
The Kelvin-Voight model for viscoelastic materials is suiiicient for our purposes. Shearstress is a function of both displacement and velocity in a way analogous to a spring and adashpot linked in parallel. Hence, the shear stress is expressed as,

ä6 äw= G- ·—,
2.2

Tzy By
‘l' llgel By ( )

where G is the shear modulus, 6 is the displacement, and pg,] is the gel viscosity.
By substituting into the equation (2.2) for 6,

t
6 =/ w(y,t) dt,0

we get that,

* äw äw1* = G —— dt + p. —.””
o öy ° öy

[
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By substituting this result into equation (2.1), the resultis,Gw

* G2wGzw—-=G/——dt+ —. 2.3.pf ät 0 öyg /J’9¢l öyg ( )

2.2 Plate and Fluid Layers
The governing equation for the otoconial plate is identical to the earlier work of Grant,Best, and LoNigro [7), with the addition of an term arising from the viscous effect of thegel. The forces considered in their analysis are illustrated in a free body diagram of theplate in figure 2-2.
The shear stress experienced at the plate which is caused by the gel, depicted in figure2-2 as rg, is ‘ Gw Gw= G/ -46 + -,Tg 0 Ö3! #8 Ö3!which consists of the elastic shear stress (the Hrst term) and the viscous shear stress (thesecond term). Therefore, to arrive at the plate governing equation, the addition of thesecond term from the equation above into the plate equation of Grant, et. al. [7], issufiicient.

Gv GV} Gu. ‘
Gw Gw6- — 6-- = --6/ —dt- -. 2.4Po at +(p6 py) [at gs} ßföy O ay may ( )

The fluid governing equation, which is derived from the linear version of Navier-Stokesequation,
GU GP GZUPf? = Pfg: · + May,

is given by Grant, Best, and LoNigro [7] as,
Gu Gzu— = —.

2.5

2.3 Nondimensionalization
From the previous sections we find the governing equations to be for the gel,

Gw * Gzw Gzw— : G/ —- dt ·I· i-,
2.3

Pf at 0 ay, ma ay, ( )
for the plate,

Gv GK, Gu ‘
Gw Gw—— — b — — = — — G —·d — — 2.4

II
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and for the Huid,
66 82u (2-5)

We begin by introducing nondimensionalized space gi, time €,and velocities ü,ö, dv, andV, These are defined as
— - Ey ‘

b 7

- pft = —t,pobz
and _u v w - V,6- •—• - —

1 é V 1 éu V7 U V7 w
V 7 8 V 7

·where V is some characteristic velocity of the problem, after Grant, et. al. By intro-
_

ducing these nondimensionalized variables, the governing equations become
- 2-

R2 = 2:2,ät öyz

86 817, 8a *816 - 8w- 1-R —--— =—- /-6:-M-,8t+(
N8:

g”]
8;; 6

0 8g 85and
E 2 2816 8 w - 8 wR- = / —6¢ M-,6: 6 0 672 + ÖÜ2

where the the nondimensional parameters R, 6, and M, representing, in order, nondimen-sionalized density, elasticity, a.nd viscosity, are defined as

R = Q1>„’
b2

6 = GWG!/‘x
and

M = &
ßf
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Chapter 3
Solution for a Step Change in Skull Velocity

· The governing equations derived in the previous section will be solved for a step changein skull velocity. The entire system will be considered such that when time is started, t = 0,the skull will be given a velocity of V,. Due to inertia, the Huid, plate, and gel material
I will begin at rest at time zero and eventually be accelerated to the skull velocity. Sincehowever, we measure our velocities with respect to the skull, and the fiuid compartment isa closed capsule of equal density material, the effects may be thought of as the plate beinggiven a step change in velocity equal, but opposite, to that of the skull, while the skull andsurrounding gel and fluid remain at rest.

3.1 Finite DiH'erence Solution
~ The solution of the govering equations will be found using finite difference analogues forthe differential terms and coding the results into Fortran for solution by digital computer.The solution space; which extends spatially from the skull-gel interface, y = 0, up throughthe plate, y = P, to the Huid- skull boundary, y = Q, and includes time from t = 0 tot = oo is shown in figure 3-1. This solution space is divided by discrete time and spatialsteps At and Ay.

It is worth noting that the model was designed for the general case where Ay for thegel and for the Huid could be different. While the computer code still maintains the abilityto keep separate values, in practice, this feature was never used in such a way as to justifyseparate values for solid and gel. Therefore, the following derivations will consider a uniformAy. In addition, all results presented will have Ay = Ay, = Ay;.
Also, the velocities of fluid, plate, and gel will be no longer designated by the separatevariables 11, 17, and 1D, but rather by the single variable U,_„. One may acertain whichmaterial the velocity represents by the spatial subscript z'.

i 14
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3.1.1 Time and Space Derivative Analogues

Solution involved using the implicit method, which gives unconditional stability andfirst order accuracy on Erst order time derivatives. The derivatives for the terms in thedißerential equations are found by the changes in the values of these parameters at nodepoints at, or close to the point in question. The graphical representation of this method isshown in figure 3-2. The first time derivative is defined as
ÜU Ui n+1 “ rz-— · = O At

and the first and second order space derivatives are
ÜU U-i+1 11+1 '° Ui—1 n+1 3

_

=
•

1 (AU )
and

62U U- — 2U· + U--
Spacial derivatives for displacements follow the same formulas as above only substituting 6for U.

3.1.2 Displacement Calculations
In order to calculate the displacement, 6, we used a variant of Simpson’s rule. Thedisplacement at all points was calculated using velocities from present and the two previoustime steps, along with the previously calculated displacement from two time steps backaccording to the formula,

16i,n+1 = 6i,n-1 '“l' §(Ui,n+1 'l' 4Ui,n 'l" Ui,n—1)At·

The method is graphically shown in figure 3-3.
3.1.3 Finite Difference Governing Equations

These analogues were substituted into the governing differential equations and ma-nipulated algabraically so as to separate unknown from known quantities, or rz + 1 timesubscripts from rz, n. — 1, etc. subscripts. The finite difference equations then become forthe fluid,
A 2 Ay2

l
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Ifor the plate,

·· €(Ö¢+1,¤ — 6i-1,n)»
and for the gel, l

—(6At + M)U.-},„+} + + 26At + 2M)U,,„+} — (em + M)U,+}_,,+} =
R%U¢,„ + €(66-1,n — 266,,} + 6¢+1,n)·_ For all points { < P, the solid governing equation was used. For all points where { > P,the fluid governing equation was used.

For the point, { = P however, an extra step was required. Point P in our solutionspace is not only the plate, but the boundary of the gel and the boundary of the fluid. Inactuality, the plate equation is a boundary condition for the fluid equation and the solidequation. Therefore, we treat the formulation at { = P as we would in a problem with amixed boundary condition. This is slightly different from the typical problem because theboundary equation is inside of the field in question, rather than at the boundaries. _
In the typical mixed boundary condition problem, the equation used at the boundaryis determined by the governing equation and the boundary equation, both applied at theboundary. This gives rise to an imaginary point located one node from the boundary in theopposite direction of the field. The governing equation may be solved for this imaginary

point. This result is substituted into the boundary equation in order to eliminate theimaginary point.
In this problem we need to know the value of the velocity at both the boundary (theplate), and at one node point from the boundary on both sides (the fluid and the solid). Wesolve the gel equation for the point Up+}, which is its imaginary point. We then solve thefluid equation for the point Up-}. Then we substitute the result of each of these equations

into the plate equation, for Up+ } and Up-}, respectively. This result is the proper formulato be used at { = P. Manipulating the result so that all unknowns are on the left hand sideresults in

— [(1 — + 2 + 2€At]Up-1,,}+1 Ifw .
= * 26(Öp,„ *
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20Theboundary condition matching is, in actuality, physically matching the shear stressesbetween the three equations. To neglect this step would result in discontinuities within thevelocity Held. When the model was run with only the plate equation used at { = P, theplate was the only part of the model that experienced signiHcant movement. It is worthnote that the composite equation found for { = P can be derived much quicker by simplyadding the solid, plate, and Huid equations together, and setting { = P.
3.1.4 Solution Strategy

Now that we have the equations we will solve them by establishing the initial conditionthat all relative velocities are zero, except for the plate which is given a velocity of (1 — R).All initial displacements are set to zero. We couple these with boundary conditions of zerovelocity and displacement at the skull/gel interface, and at the distant skull/Huid interface.
The solution to the family of equations is

lC¢,1]lU¢] = [D1],
where [CM] is a tri-diagonal matrix whose values are found in the above equations. Thesolution to the above equation is found by using the Thomas algorithm [14]. From thiswe obta.in the next values of velocity, we then solve for displacements, then move aheadone more time step and repeat the procedure. Figure 3-3 is a How chart explaining thisproblem solving technique.

3.2 Validation
The model was created such that the effects of Huid viscosity, gel viscosity, and gelelasticity could be independantly removed. The parameter M can be taken to zero, therebyremoving the effects of solid viscosity. The parameter 6 can also be made zero which removesthe effects of gel elasticity. Finally, a parameter K was introduced in front of every termcaused by the gel viscosity. Hence, when K is unity we have a case where the Huid isviscous, while if we set K to zero, the Huid viscosity is removed and we have a "no Huid"model. K is essentially an on/off switch for Huid viscosity. By independently settingthese three parameters, we can recreate earlier work which neglected one or more of thesecharacteristics and compare results, as well as compare the effects of each part separatelywith our expectations.
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Set initial conditions
u({) = 0 _

u(P) = (1 — R)

6(2:) = O

Compute coefficients

A,B,C,D

for { = 2, Q — 1
· (initial conditions included

in coefiicient formulation.)

S¤1v<-= {A«,„·ll¤¢l = {Del
for u; by Thomas Algorithm,

Set Boundary Conditions

u(1) = O u(Q) = 0‘_
6(1)=0 6(Q)=O

Compute 6 by Simpson’s Rule

Step up time i

Figure 3-4: Flow Chart Of Problem Solving Technique
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By removing both gel elasticity and fluid viscosity, we have the classical How problemwhich has been solved analytically by Couette. The results of the model are consistent withthis. With the gel modeled as a viscous fluid and the effects of the endolymph fluid viscosity· removed, as time grows, t —+ oo, the displacement also grows indefinitely, 6 —> oo. As theelasticity is slowly added, the displacements begin to become finite, which is expected.

Also by removing the gel viscosity, we can recreate the results seen by the elastic-onlygel work done by Grant, Best, andLoNigro3
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Chapter 4 ]Results [The effects of each of the nondimensional parameters 6,R, and M were studied by Ivarying one while holding the others at probable values. The parameter which is best Iestimated probably is R which is the ratio of the fluid and gel densities to the densityof the otoconial membrane. The calcium carbonate crystals have an approximate densityvalue of 2.71gm/cm3 while both the gelatinous membrane that makes up the cell layer andthe matrix for the otoconial membrane and the endolymph fluid have been measured at1.0gm/cm3. Hence, the value for R must be between .35 and 1. More significantly, thework of Steinhausen [12] puts the specific weight of the otolith at between 1.32 and 1.39.This translates to an R value of between 0.76 and 0.72. In order to investigate the effectsof the system values were run from 0.25 to 0.9. Plate displacement versus time is shownfor diH'erent values of R in Hgure 4-1.
Notice that as R increases, displacement decreases, however the time needed to reachthe maximum displacement remains nearly the same. Other than this, there is no effect onthe curves. R only effects the amplitude. This is expected since the displacement is drivenby the difference in densities. As R approches one, the density of the plate equals that ofthe fluid and no perturbation of the otolith is possible.

The value of 6, which represents nondimensionalized elasticity, could be varied greatly.Values approaching zero were studied as well as values that drove the system so elastic thatit oscillated. Since the system is generally accepted to be overdamped, values of 6 thatcause oscillation shall constitute the upper limit of the investigation. For short times, therewas little difference between cases of zero elasticity and values on the order of magnitude of10’2, while oscillation became obvious between 6 values of 1 and 10. Grant, et. al. [1984]put “best guess” parameters for values that make up 6 and arrived at a value of around0.028. However, many of the values used are quite unstudied and require extrapolationfrom known values of other biomaterials. All in all, values of 6 were seriously consideredranging from 0.002, which gave the same response as 6 = 0.0, to 10, which would cause the
23
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Figure 4-1: Plate displacemeuts for different R values
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system to oscillate noticeably. Plate displacement versus time is shown in figure 4-2, for ,various 6 values from 0 to 5. Also a case of plate oscillation is shown in figure
4-3.Finallythe third parameter, M, which is the ratio of the gel viscosity to fluidviscositywasinvestigated. By increasing M, the gel viscosity increases which slows down platevelocities. This has two effects. First, the higher M values cause a smaller maximum ]displacement. Secondly, the higher the M values, the slower the plate displacement returnsto zero after a displacement- in essence, damping out the system. Plate displacement versustime for various values of M are shown in figure 4-4.

Another input to the model regards the relative sizes of the gel layer and the fiuid layer.The height of the gel is given by hp = (P — 1)Ay. Thus by increasing P, we increase the gelheight. Similarly, the fluid height is given by hq = (Q - P)Ay and the height is controlledby regulating Q. P was given the value of 21 for our analysis since it provided a smoothcurve in the displacement and velocity curves.
The proper value of Q caused some refiection during the solution process. It wasoriginally assumed that the order of magnitude difference between the otolith height andthe fluid height, would suggest an infinite fluid layer, while modeling the system. However,this analysis showed significant flow at this upper boundary. Since the upper boundary washeld still, this shear traveled back down through the fluid, impeding plate motion slightly.In order to match some of the previous work by Grant, Best, and LoNigro [7], Q had tobe set above 2000 spatial steps. However, for the results presented here Q was set at 1021since this provided dimensional consistency with the anatomy of the otoconium.

Another interesting result was observed when the velocity profiles of the cupular mem-brane were observed. Figure 4-5 shows these profiles for different times in the applicationof a step change in skull velocity. At the earliest times, the profiles display an exponentialcurve, which shallows out to linear by the time the maximum displacement is reached. Thisseems to imply that the membrane is in simple shear after it reaches maximum displace-ment.
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PLATE DISPLACEMENT
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· _ PLATE DISPLACEMENT 0
_ H = 0.75 dys = 0.01 dyf = 0.01 dt = 0.0001000
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Figure 4-3: Plate Displacemeut for case of oscillatiou.
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PLATE DISPLACEMENT
R = 0.75 dys = 0.01 dyf = 0.01 dt = 0.0000500
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Figure 4-3: Plate Displacemeut verses time for various values ofM
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Chapter
5Discussion

The dimensionless displacement and time must be converted back to real length andtime so that they may be compared to physically observed results. From inverting theresults of nondimensionalization we get

V bz -6 :ßf

and
p bz -t = [llt./·'·f

Accepted values for the above parameters are considered to be

p,, = 1.35gm/cms,

b = 15,um,
and

pf = .85Cp.

The characteristic velocity is taken to be 1 m/s. The results of this indicate that

6 = 3.57 >< 10'46 meters
and

t = 3.57 >< 10'4i° seconds.
We can get a reasonable value for the elasticity 6 by observing the steady state case ofan otolith under a constant acceleration. The constant acceleration of gravity will be used.Here the governing equation for the plate loses all transient terms and we are left with theacceleration term equaling the elastic term,

66 i1 — R —' = — —.gzl 6 ag

I so
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We note from earlier observations that for long time solutions, of which this certainly is,the gel is in simple, linear, shear. Hence,

E gös _ gp ' "’
because 6,, = 0 and gp = 1, as the gel height is nearly b. Hence, we can solve for 6,

9:€
=—We

can now place 6 between 0.3 and 0.075, when we take R to be between 0.5 and 0.75,and the displacement due to one g to be 2 to 4 pm which is given byGoldbergBy
clinical observation, we know that the response of the otolith can be described asan inverse exponential climb in a very short time followed by an inverse exponential decay.Mathematically the system can be described by the linear system model,

6 = 6,,,,,,,(e—ä'lL — e°7s7)

where 6,,,,,,, is the maximum plate displacement. I} and T, are the long and short timeconstants respectively, after Grant and Best This matches the quick displacement ofthe plate followed by a slow elastic return seen both in real life and our model.
Observed values for the time constants are needed to bracket values of elasticity andviscosity in our model. The long time constant is given by Meiry [10] and Young et. al.[16] , as well as several others, to be 10 seconds. This was determined by perception ofmotion decay. These authors also support a short time constant of 0.66 seconds which willnot be used, since the start of perception of motion is highly dependent upon nerve speedsand not upon the mechanical transduction.
Work by Goldberg and Fernandez [6] which concentrated on the signals of aiferentnerves originating in the otoliths cite a short time constant of 16 milliseconds. Althoughbetter, this is still slowed by neural transmission. The short time constant may well beassumed to be on the order of a tenth of a millisecond.
We have come to the point now where we have only one parameter to vary, and twoobservations (the long and short time constants) to satisfy. When M is given a valuebetween 5 and 15 we note that the short time constant is on the order of 100 ps as wasexpected. However the value for the long time constant is too small, over two orders
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[of magnitude below the expected value of 10 seconds. In order to see if the long timeconstant of 10 seconds could be reached we attempted raising M to unreasonably high [numbers. This resulted in three negative results. First, the system became so viscous thatthe displacements began to be too small for detection. Second, the short timeconstantgrewto unreasonable results. Third, the model began to show instabilities in both time ‘and space that became signiiicant at values of M above 200. By extrapolating the data
]from these earlier points it is estimated that the long time constant would approach10secondsas M was around 2000-3000.

However, recent conversations with Goldberg [5] indicate that the long time constantmay be an artifact, rather than a true mechanical delay. While this information mayhelp these results some, it is doubtful that it could correct the two order of magnitudediscrepancy. An eye must be kept on this debate however, since the long time constantshould remain a relevant check point for future analysis.
Results at this point seem to indicate an M value that varies with strain rate. Mshould be between 5-15 to satisfy the short time response, but on the order of magnitudeof thousands to satisfy a long time response characterized by Y] = 10s, or at least hundreds _to satisfy a reasonably smaller T; = 1s.
In summary, reasonable values of R are close to 0.75. 6 has been bracketed between 0.3and 0.075, with the lower values appearing more relevant. Although a single value for Mis not a true representation of its behavior, when the long time response is ignored, valuesbetween 5 and 10 Ht expected short time response.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

This model provides good results in many areas, while falling short at mimicking thelong time response. Most notably, the deflections are correct and adaptable to variationsin viscosity in both gel and fluid, as well as gel elasticity.
The greatest success of this work is the ability of the model to have increased elas-ticity compared to the purely elastic models of Grant and Best, and maintain reasonabledisplacements. The higher elasticity values correspond to expected values of 6. The modelalso shows that the same value of 6 can maintain reasonable deflections under both steady-state conditions and dynamic conditions. I

Also the conclusion that M is highly strain dependent is probably an indication of thestrain dependency of the endolymph fluid viscosity, pf, and of the gel viscosity, p,. Theendolymph viscosity probably increases as strain rate increases causing a correspondingdrop in M. While some consider the endolymph to be a Newtonian Huid [11], the presenceof protein in solution lends strong credibility to the assumption of a non-Newtonian en-dolymph. Also, the gel viscosity would probably decrease as strain rate decreases makingthe gel behave as a pseudoplastic Huid. This would also contribute to a drop in M as strainrate increases.

Further work should most certainly include the adaptation of a generalized Kelvinmodel for the viscoelastic gel layer. This could provide a gel that has the low viscosityneeded at short times to get a noticable displacement and quick response, yet give a highviscosity for later times when the exponential decay should be slower. Also worthy offurther study is the effects of “holes" in the bottom layers of the gel membrane.
Already this model offers some insight into the mechanical properties, and methodsfor modeling, similar membranes found in the inner~ear and elsewhere in the body. Mostnotably, these results should be relevant to research on material response in the semicircularcanals and the cochlea.
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Appeudix A: Computer Code for Otolith Model
program wflim

(Z

dimension U(1200),UPN(1200),UN(1200),delta(1200),deltpn(1200)dimension A(1200),B(1200),C(1200),D(1200),Beta(1200),Gamma(1200)real M,K
integer P,Q
character*24 fname
oomon //n,t,dt,u,de1ta,P ,Q

(I

open(3,file•'otov.in',status-'o1d')
read(3,*) ‘
read(3,*) fname
read(3,*)
read(3,*) dt,dys,dyf
read(3,*)
read(3,*) E,R,k,M
read(3,*)
read(3,*)P,Q
read(3,*)
read(3,*) printstep,tmax
c1ose(3)

ct

open(7,fi1e-fname)
write(6,23) E,R,K,M,dys,dy£,dt,P,Q

23 format(5x,'E -',f7.4,5x,'R •',f5.2,5x,'K •',
1 f5.2,5x,'M -',f5.2,/,5x,'dys -',f5.2,5x,2 'dyf •',f5.2,5x,'dt -',f10.7,/,5x,'P •',

(Z

dydtr-dys*dys*r/dt
edt-e*dt/3.0
edtdy-e*dt/dys/2.0
dtdy-dt/dys/2.0
dy2-dys*dys

cl

tprint-dt*printstep
tpindx¤tprint

U (P>··<1 . 0-11)
cl

call printdat()
<:

do 1000 n•1,100000
t-t+dt
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a(2)•0.
b(2)•dydt:+edt*6.+2.*m
c(2)•-(3.*edt+m)
d(2)•dydt:*u(2)+e*(de1ta(1)-2.*delta(2)+delta(3))
do 200 i-3,9-1

a(i)•c(2)
b(i)-b(2)
c (1) -¤ (1)
d(i)-dydt:*u(i)+e*(de1ta(i+1)-2.*delta(i)+delta(i-1))

200 continue
a(p)•-(k*(1.-dy:/dyf)+2.*m+6.*edt)
b(p)•:/dt*dyf*dyf+dydt:+2.*k+6.*edt+2.*¤+1./dtdy

I c(p)•-k*(1.+dya/dyf)
d(p)•(:/dt*dyf*dyf+dydt:+1./dtdy)*u(p)-2.*e*(delta(p)-

1 de1ta(p-1))
do 250 i-p+1,q-1

a(1)-·k
' b(i)-:*dyf*dyf/dt+2.*k

c(i)•-k
d(i)-:*dyf*dyf/dt*u(i)

250 continue
c(q—1)-0.

c thoaa algozithm
beta(2)•b(2)
9¤¤¤¤(2)•d(2) /b(2)
do 300 i•3,q—2

beta(i)•b(i)—•(i)*c(i—1)/beta(i-1)
300 ga¤¤n(i)•(d(i)•a(i)*gam¤a(i-1))/beta(i)

un(q-1)-gam¤a(q-1)
do 400 i-q·2,2,-1

400 un(i)•ga¤¤a(i)-c(i)*un(i+1)/bet•(i)
do 500 i•2,q-1

dummy-deltpn(i)+(u¤(i)+4.*u(i)+upn(i))*dt/3.
deltpn (i) •de.'Lta (i)
delta(i)-dumy
¤P¤ (1) ·¤ (1)

500 u(i)•¤n(i)
ct ·

if(n.le.10)cal1 p:intdat()
i£(t.ge.tp:int)then

tpzint-tp:int+tpindz _
call p:intdat()

endif
if(t.gt.tmax)stop

1000 continue
end
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SUBROUTINE PRINTDAT()
DIMENSION U(1200), DL(1200),UF(1200)

IINTEGER P,Q
ICOMMON //N,T,DT,U,DL,P,Q

spr-(Q-2)/20
INP • NPF+P

J-0DO 10 I•P,Q
IIF(I.EQ.NP.or.i.¢q.1)THEN IJ¤J+1

NP-NP+NPF
UF(J)•U(I)

ENDIF
10 CONTINUE

WRITE (6,22)
WRITE (7,22)
WRITE (6,20) N,T,DT
WRITE (7,20) N,T,DT
WRITE (6,24) (U(I), I•1,P)
WRITE (7,24) (U(I), I•1,P)
WRITE (6,22)

c WRITE (7,22)
WRITE (6,24) (UF(I), I•1,J)

c: WRITE (7,24) (U(I), I•P,Q)
WRITE (6,22)
WRITE (7,22)
WRITE (6,24) (DL(I), I-1,P)
WRITE (7,24) (DL(I), I¤1,P)

C
<: Formats
C
20 FORMAT (Il0,F11.4,F15.7)
21 FORMAT (5F11.4)
22 ‘FORMAT (’ ’) l

_24 FORMAT (5F15.8)
END



Append1x B: Sample Input Fxle for Otolith Model

filename
'PVAR2.dat’

dt dys dyf
.0001 .2 .01

E R K M
.03 0.37 1. 0.
P Q

2 1003
printstep tmax stretch

100. 25. 0.

I
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Appendix C: Computer Code for Displacement Plots 0

program disppC
C this program will graphically display the results of otov using the HP plotter, C

dimension D(23),N(23),disp(l2000),time(12000)
character*24 l1,l2,l3,l4,fname,LE,LR,LDYs,ldyf,LDT,1time,16,l5real n

C lables for the axes11-'displacement' I12-'N’
L3-'PLATE DISPLACEMENT'
l5-’t:i.me’
16-'velocity'

C
do 100 i-1,21

.100 N(i)-float(i•1)
C

write(6,*) ' enter the # of files you want to plot'read *, nplot 0do 600 kk-1,nplot
write(6,*) ' Enter the data file name you want to plot'read *, fname
open(5,file-fname,status-'old’)
read(5,10) lE,lR
read(5,20) ldys,ldyf,ldt
if(kk.eq.1)then

call p1ots(4,3,20)
call p1ot(.5,.5,·3)C
call symbol(2.4,7.1,.2,L3,0.0,18)
call symbol(.9,6.8,.15,lR,0.,8)
call symbo1(2.9,6.8,.15,ldys,0.,10)
call symbol(5.,6.8,.15,ldyf,0.,10)
call symbol(7.,6.8,.15,ldt,0.,l4)

endif
call plot(0.,0.,—3)

c plot of displacement profiles
(I

do 200 1-1,200
read(S,30,end-500) nstep,ltime,dttime(l)-nstep*dt
npts-1

40
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41 _

read(5,2l)
read(5,25) (D(i),i•1,2l)dä-sp <1> -6 (21)
if (l.ne.l)then
if(l.eq.2)then
D(22)•O.
d(23)•.025
n(22)•0.
n(23)•10.

endif
endif

200 continue
500 close(5)

C
c plot of plate displacement vs. timeC

call plot(0.,0.,-3)C This program can either use manually scaled axes or haveC the "scale” function automatically do it. The one set notC being used is comented out using asterixes (*).C This set of lines:
if(kk.eq.l)then

call scale(time,8.0,npts,l)
call scale(disp,8.0,npts,l)

endif
C or this
* time(npts+l)•0.
* time(npts+2)•.l
* disp(npts+1)-0.0 l
* disp(npts+2)-.007
C end of scaling options

if(kk.eq.l)then
call axis(0.,0.,l5,·4,8.0,0.0,time(npts+l),time(npts+2))call axis(0.,0.,l1,12,6.0,90.,disp(npts+1),disp(npts+2))
endif

~ call line(time,disp,npts,l,0,1)
call symbol(999.,999.,.l,1E,0.,8)
call plot(0.,0.,-3)

600 continue
(Z

call newpen(0)
call plot(0.0,0.0,999)

C
10 format(5x,al0,5x,a8)
25 format(5fl5.8)
21 format(5(/))
22 format(/)
20 format(5x,a10,5x,a10,5x,a14,/)
30 format(/,ilO,5x,a4,6x,f11.7)

end




